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Abstract

This master’s thesis is a project of 20p made in accordance with the requirements set by 
Halmstad University for a Master’s degree in Technical Product and Productions 
Development. The objectives were to make a conceptual redesign of a portable fan for the 
American company Hunter Fan. The redesign is intended to be suitable on the 
Scandinavian market. The methodology and process are mainly based on Ullman’s 
methodology for product development, in combination with Landqvist’s and Östelin’s 
design methodology for production development. An optimal design process is rarely 
identical from project to project; the best parts and tools from the different design 
methodologies were used as support during the process.

The design process in this project started with research within topics suitable to solve the 
problem definition. Brand research were made to determine Hunter Fan core values and 
target group, the existing product was analysed to see what could be improved and the 
market was investigated to learn from competitors. An image board was made to express 
the values wanted for this project and for communication with people directly involved in 
the design process. Trends were observed by a visit to the Stockholm Furniture Fair.
Further user personas and surveys were made to investigate the Scandinavian consumer’s 
needs and requirements. This method gave important knowledge of how to design a 
portable fan suitable for the Scandinavian market. Experts on the subject of matter were 
interviewed to get understanding of how fan blade works and what alternative safety 
solutions there are. In the ideation phase, brainstorming and sketching was a big part. 
Over a hundred idea sketches were made and the ideas were carefully evaluated against 
collected fact. In the finalization phase, the remaining concepts were refined with 
methods like mock-up models, CAD and computer renderings.

The result is a successful conceptual design of a table fan suitable for the Scandinavian 
market. Hunter Fan also believes the fan can easily be transformed to the Urban 
American cities of New York and other large cities. The table fan owns the values of 
Scandinavian design; a simple uncomplicated design, functional and with an expression 
of simplicity and modernity. It still owns Hunter Fan core value of high quality.  The 
design easily blends in the carefully decorated Scandinavian home. It is also easy to 
move, put away and store like the Scandinavian consumer requires. There is a need on the 
Scandinavian market for a well designed portable fan and the final design of this project 
fulfill the requirements to be a successful product.
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Sammanfattning

Det här projektet är ett examensarbete på 20p som är gjort med efter riktlinjer satta av 
Högskolan Halmstad för magisterprogrammet Teknisk Produkt- och 
Produktionsframtagning. Syftet med projektet var att göra en konceptuell redesign av en 
portabel fläkt för Hunter Fan; ett av USA:s ledande fläktföretag. Fläktkonceptet är 
designat för att för att passa in på den Skandinaviska marknaden. Olika metoder och 
processen är i huvudsak baserad på Ullmans, Landqvists och Österlins metoder för 
produkt utveckling. En optimal design process är sällan identifierbar från projekt till 
projekt. De bästa delarna och verktygen från de olika designmetoderna användes som 
underlag under processen. 

Design processen började med att undersöka områden passande för att lösa 
problemställningen. Företagets kärnvärden och målgrupp undersöktes, existerande 
produkt analyserades för att se vad som kunde förbättras och en marknadsundersökning 
gjordes föra att lära sig av konkurrenter. En image board upprättades föra att uttrycka de 
bestämda kärnvärdena och kunna kommunicera dessa till personer direkt involverade i 
designprocessen. Trender observerades genom ett besök på möbelmässan i Stockholm. 
En enkät med frågor och fiktiva användarscenarion gjordes och analyserades föra att
undersöka vad den skandinaviska konsumenten har för krav och önskemål på en portabel 
fläkt.  Dessa metoder gav ett bra underlag till att kunna designa en fläkt anpassad för den 
Skandinaviska marknaden. Områdesexperter intervjuades för att få förståelse för hur 
fläktblad ska vara optimalt konstruerade och vad det finns för alternativa lösningar till 
säkerheten på fläkten. Över hundra idéskisser utfördes i projektet och dessa idéer var 
noga utvärderade mot insamlad fakta. I det sista stadiet utvecklades och utvärderades de 
kvarvarande koncepten genom skissmodeller, CAD och renderingsprogram. 

Resultatet är en lyckad konceptuell design av en bordsfläkt anpassad till den 
Skandinaviska marknaden. Hunter Fan tror även att den slutgiltiga designen kan 
överföras till USA:s stadsmässiga marknad; New York och andra större städer och även 
till andra delar av Europa. Bordsfläkten äger värden överensstämmande med ett 
Skandinaviskt designspråk; det är en enkel okomplicerad design, funktionell och 
uttrycker simplicitet och modernitet. Designen smälter lätt in i det noga inredda 
Skandinaviska hemmet. Fläkten är även lätt att flytta, plocka undan och förvara; 
egenskaper den Skandinaviska kunden önskar. Det finns ett behov på den skandinaviska 
marknaden av en väl designad portabel fläkt. Slutresultatet uppfyller kraven för att kunna 
bli en lyckad produkt . 
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1 Introduction  

Hunter Fan is founded in 1886 and headquartered in Memphis, Tennessee since 1941. The 

company is the world's original ceiling fan manufacturer and is today also manufacturing 

portable fans, bathroom fans, air purifiers, humidifiers, thermostats and vaporizers. Hunter 

products are known for both their technological innovations and their extraordinarily high 

quality.  

1.1 Background 

The design department of Halmstad University runs an ex-change program in cooperation 

with the Industrial Design department at the University of Kansas. The students of this thesis 

project got assigned to work in cooperation with Hunter Fan when they were a part of the ex-

change program in Kansas. One of the Industrial Design professors at the University in 

Kansas, Lance Rake, arranged a meeting between the students and Hunter Fan. The 

participants of this meeting were Erica Ivegren, Karin Gustafsson and one co-worker from 

Hunter Fan; James Burns. 

1.2 Problem definition 

Hunter Fan is one of the leading fan companies in USA. They have a limited market in other 

countries. They wish for a portable fan in their product range that would be successful in 

Scandinavia. Because of the differences in culture they want someone who understands the 

Scandinavian market to design the product. Most Americans are, in contradiction to 

Scandinavians, brought up with a fan in their homes. Hunter Fan is interested in how the 

Scandinavian people use a fan and what needs and requirements they have. A wish from the 

company is also that the design of the fan will be possible to translate to other parts of Europe 

and the American Urban market.  

Scandinavian design is known and recognized the world over. Hunter Fan wants the fan to 

own a true Scandinavian design language. Therefore there will be an advantage if someone 

who is brought up surrounded by Scandinavian design to design the fan. What people think 

as Scandinavian design in the United States and what Scandinavians know is different. A 

product that owns a Scandinavian design language will widen Hunter Fan’s product range.  

1.3 Problem statement  

The objective of this project is to design a portable fan in cooperation with Hunter Fan 

intended for the Scandinavian market. The design will comprise the exterior and functions of 

the fan. The fan should be designed to express Scandinavian design language. Given 

engineering specifications from Hunter Fan will be used as guidelines during the process. 

The results will be presented as sketches, computer models and renderings. Hunter Fan will 

hopefully build a fully functional fan based on the result of this project. 
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1.4 Delimitations 

Parts of the result will be conceptual; the design doesn’t need to contain every single 

component as motor type and screws. Different methods for manufacturing can be proposed 

but can, if necessary, be changed if the concept will be put in production. Economical and 

engineering aspects will only be estimated and handled with common engineering sense. 

The blade shape, particularly for a portable fan, is extremely sensitive. Minor changes can 

increase noise or decrease airflow and it is hard to predict the result before testing. Therefore 

it will be more focus on the fan shape and function than on redesigning the blades, since that 

would be a project in size for itself. Research of blade shape and its function will be made for 

better understanding. A new blade shape needs to be refined by the engineering department at 

Hunter Fan, due to the precisely design.  

1.5 Methodology 

The Methodology chapter justifies the choice of methods used to run the project. 

The design process being used is based on Ullman’s methodology for mechanical design in 

combination with Landqvist’s and Österlin’s design methodology for product development. 

An optimal design process can’t be identical from project to project. Therefore the best parts 

and tools from these different design methodologies were used as support during the design 

process to achieve as good result as possible. The design process in this project is divided in 

four stages; research, ideation, finalization and result. Where the design methodologies are 

implemented in the process is described in the beginning of each part further in this report. 

The research phase includes investigation of what a portable fan is, brand research, 

benchmarking, interviews, analysis of an existing product, image board, inspiration, surveys 

and user personas. During this phase an engineering specification and a function analysis was 

created. The project also started with an upstart of the project. A Gantt chart, according to 

Landqvist methodology was worked out early in the project to ensure time limit was kept and 

a steady work flow throughout the whole process was held. A product plan and budget was 

also presented and approved by Hunter Fan. 

To get better understanding of what a portable fan is and how it works the research phase 

started with investigating this subject. Brand research was carried out to learn more about 

Hunter Fan; their product range, what core values they stand for and what target group they 

turn to. Benchmarking was made to compare differences between brands and for getting 

ideas for new product development. A product analysis of Hunter Fan Rockefeller fan was 

carried out to investigate how the existing product was made. All the input factors so far in 

the project were listed in an Engineering specification and a Function Analysis to give 

structure of what needs to be achieved for a successful result. An image board was created to 

ensure everyone in the project was working towards the same goal. The board visually 
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communicates and expresses the feeling wanted to achieve with the new product. To 

transform this feeling on the product one stage in the research phase was to get inspiration 

from trends to the overall design of the product, since it is a big risk of investment for a 

company to introduce a new product on the market. Trends were mainly observed at the 

Stockholm furniture fair. 

A survey was a used method for getting more knowledge about what requirements consumers 

in Scandinavia have concerning a portable fan. To create a desirable design for the users, user 

personas with scenarios was created. Four personas were created in this project and they all 

fit in the decided target group. Through the user personas it was possible to understand 

people’s need for the product, why they use it, how they interact with it and when they use it. 

The personas were evaluated to give input for ideas of how the fan should be designed to 

fulfill the user needs.   

The ideation phase included brainstorming, ideation sketching and presentation sketching for 

a mid presentation. During this phase concept evaluation and analysis of the different ideas 

were carefully done. The ideation phase started with brainstorming for generating ideas. The 

ideas were presented as sketches; resulting in over a hundred idea sketches. The ideas were 

evaluated, refined and narrowed down by using the Function Analysis to ensure that the 

concepts matched the specification. The concepts were also evaluated against research results 

like survey, user personas and image board. A number of concepts were presented to Hunter 

Fan. The mid presentation resulted in valuable feedback from the company; it gave the 

student a clear direction on what concepts to focus further in the project.  

The finalization phase was about refining the remaining concepts. They were weighted 

against the research results, as in the ideation phase. Further methods for refining was the 

CAD program Catia V5 and mock-ups. They were good methods for testing size, proportions 

and to se if all parts fit together. The concepts were also evaluated against the most beneficial 

production techniques and an environmental assembly.   

The results include renderings of the final concept, created in Catia to present the final 

appearance of the product in a more realistic way. Finally a full scale prototype was built in 

cooperation with the company to optimize the redesign result of the portable fan.  
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2 Theoretical frame of reference 

A literature search was made to find relevant knowledge within this project. A review of the 

literature was important for the project to get an understanding of the topic and the design 

process methodology. Sources for the information search were libraries and internet. 

Relevant books and web pages were studied throughout the whole project. The following 

chapter is a summary of the most important aspects of the explored literature. 

2.1 The Design Process 

There are two sources for design projects: the market or the development of a new product 

idea without market demand. Often the desire to change a product is market-driven. Redesign 

is required by market demand for a new model or the desire to include a new technology in 

an existing product. Redesign can also be initiated to fix a problem with an existing product, 

reduce product cost, simplify manufacturing or for many other reasons. Nearly all design 

work is redesign, a design process that starts with an existing product (Ullman, 2003). 

There are certain techniques that can be used during the design process to help ensure 

successful results. The design process varies from product to product, but according to 

Ullman there is a general diagram of the activities that must be accomplished for all projects. 

Figure 1.1 The mechanical design process (Ullman 2003) 
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The figure visualizes the phases in a product’s life cycle beginning with establishing a need 

and ending with retirement. The mechanical design process is a problem-solving process that 

transforms an unclear problem into a final product (Ullman, 2003). This project includes 

some of the stages of this design process. 

Landqvist also describes the planning and the accomplishment of the design work in different 

phases where the function analysis is a central part of the design process. The function 

analysis intends to make the analysis process of a project easier by systematic and methodical 

analyzing all the demands and desires of the actual product. The analysis makes people of 

different disciplines more involved in the design process. It is a good method for describing a 

product with the help of its intended functions. The purpose is to think and express functions 

instead of completed solutions and hopefully come up to better ideas than already exists 

(Landqvist, 2001). 

According to Österlin, the design process starts with going through the objectives of the 

project, decide the limits to be kept within and which results could be used. This phase is 

important to avoid misunderstanding and to achieve an expected result of the design work. 

Still the designer needs to find out more about the design problem. The investigation of the 

conditions in detail is accomplished during gather information and analysis phase. The 

product functions, ergonomics, appearance requirements, market, suitable manufacturing, 

materials and other conditions are analyzed. The result is a design specification for leading 

the ideation work and for controlling work has been made in right direction.  

Concept sketching is made to get solutions for the different demands, listed in the design 

specification. The idea sketches are on different levels, first on overall concept and later on 

details. The sketches are performed with pen and paper, 2D and 3D computer programs and 

different materials in the workshop. The purpose is not to come up with a fancy material; 

working sketches and mock-ups are created to find alternative principal design solutions for 

the design problem. These sketches is further developed to work as a decision making tool 

for the employer. 

The best concept is chosen at an evaluation meeting with the design specification as a basis. 

A normal way is to pick the best parts from each concept and combine these in one solution. 

The design specification updates after new knowledge. The new idea brings more into line 

with reality in detail. After refinement the design is adjusted for manufacturing. The designer 

is describing details and dimensions that are important for the design. This can occur as 

presentation sketches, drawings or maybe a model, and will work as a base for the 

constructors in their preparing work for manufacturing. The remaining part is a base for the 

manufacturing. Testing prototypes can give experience of aspects not predictable (Österlin 

2003).  
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3 Method 

The design process being used is based on Ullman’s methodology for mechanical design in 

combination with Landqvist’s and Österlin’s design methodology for product development. 

An optimal design process can’t be identical from project to project. Therefore the best parts 

and tools from these different design methodologies were used as support during the design 

process to achieve as good result as possible. The method in this report is divided in three 

stages; research, ideation and finalization.  

Project plan and budget 

A Gantt chart easily shows the relationship between activities and what should have been 

achieved at a certain point in time (Ullman, 2003). A Gantt chart (Landquist, 2001) was 

worked out to illustrate the time required for each phase of the project. A sequence of all the 

tasks in the project was developed.  Each task was plotted against a time scale where the time 

units are weeks (appendix 1). A product plan and budget was also presented and approved by 

Hunter Fan in the beginning of the project. 

3.1 Research 

The research part of this project includes investigation of what a portable fan is, brand 

research, benchmarking, interviews, analysis of an existing product, image board, inspiration, 

surveys and user personas. During this phase an engineering specification and a function 

analysis was created. 

3.1.1 What is a portable fan? 

A portable fan is a mechanical device that causes a movement of air and is used to induce 

airflow for a cooling purpose. Fans are widely used for circulating air in rooms and buildings 

to create a more comfortable atmosphere.  

There are different ways to create an air flow, and they were investigated in this project. The 

three main types of fans there are used for moving air are axial, centrifugal (radial) and cross 

flow (tangential) (Wikipedia, 2007).  

The axial-flow fans have blades that force air to move parallel to the shaft about which the 

blades rotate. Axial fans blow air across the axis of the fan, linearly. This is the most 

commonly used type of fan, and is used in a wide variety of applications (Wikipedia, 2007). 

The centrifugal fan has a moving component (impeller) that consists of a central shaft about 

which a set of blades form a spiral pattern. Centrifugal fans blow air at right angles to the 

intake of the fan, and spin (centrifugally) the air outwards to the outlet. An impeller rotates, 

causing air to enter the fan near the shaft and move perpendicularly from the shaft to the 
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opening in the scroll-shaped fan casing. A centrifugal fan produces more pressure for a given 

air volume, but are typically noisier than comparable axial fans (Wikipedia, 2007). 

The cross flow fan has a squirrel cage rotor (a rotor with a hollow center and axial fan blades 

along the periphery). Tangential fans take in air along the periphery of the rotor, and expel it 

through the outlet in a similar fashion to the centrifugal fan. Cross flow fans give off an even 

airflow along the entire width of the fan, and are very quiet in operation. They are 

comparatively bulky, and the air pressure is low. Cross flow fans are often used in air 

conditioners and automobile ventilation systems (Wikipedia, 2007). 

3.1.2 Brand research 

Hunter Fan core values and target group  

Hunter products are known for both their technological innovations and their extraordinarily 

high quality and these values are what they want their products to express. They turn to 

homeowners who are finically secure and interested in home improvement. According to 

Jannell Canerday, Industrial designer at Hunter Fan, price is still a very big factor in 

consumer choice so their price-points are very sensitive. 

Product range 

In Hunter’s product range there are a large number of ceiling fans, approximately over 40 

different model names and in within these several model numbers. Hunter Fans portable fans 

are all axial fans .Their range of portable fans is rather limited if you compare to the ceiling 

fans; they have only three model names with a limited amount of model numbers. The prices 

differ a lot depending on retailer (appendix 2). 

Analysis of brand research 

The analysis of the brand research shows that Hunter Fan is a company with a strong identity, 

especially in the USA. They have limited market in the rest of the world; a wider market is 

something they could benefit of considering their competition.  

Their product range of portable fans is limited and the models are very similar in appearance 

and size. To be able to compete it could be beneficial to have at least two different sizes of 

portable fans, some people may prefer a smaller size easier to handle while others want the 

real efficient and therefore bigger ones. Hunter portable fans have a retro appearance, not all 

of their consumers may want this look. If Hunter Fan wants to be successful in Europe and 

Scandinavia; consumers might want a different appearance with a more simple, clean and 

modern look. Especially in Scandinavia, ceiling and portable fans are often seen as non 

attractive but sometimes necessary products.  
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3.1.3 Benchmarking 

Benchmarking is a major aspect in understanding a design problem. The purpose of studying 

existing products is to create an awareness of what already exists on the market and reveal 

opportunities to improve what already exists.  To be influenced by many other existing 

products can lead to good design (Ullman 2003).  

The benchmarking was focused on what group’s portable fans are divided in. Different 

variations of fans were looked into to get knowledge of what exists on the market and to get 

inspiration. Since the design is intended for the Scandinavian market it was also investigated 

what competitors there is in this region.  

Analysis of what exists on the market 

Through research on the internet the conclusion was there are a number of different types of 

portable fans. The most common ones are table fans, box fans, tower fans, pedestal fans and 

floor fans (appendix 3). Below is summarized of each of the fan types distinguishing features:  

A table fan is an axial fan and of a smaller size to have on a desk, table or other similar areas.  

Four blade designs with three speed levels are most common. Most of the table fans have a 

cage around the blades for safety. They can usually both tilt and oscillate. This fan type is 

important to be safe, quiet and have desirable functions since it is usually used in residential 

homes, smaller stores, offices and similar environments. 

A box fan is an axial fan and consists of rotating blades encased in a square covering. It is 

usually fixed; it can’t oscillate or tilt. This kind of fan is typically used in residential homes 

or in warehouses and factories. A box fan is usually larger than a table fan and moves more 

air; it is therefore noisier.  Many homeowners choose to place a box fan in an open window, 

similar to an air conditioning unit. Otherwise the box fan is places on the floor or table or on 

other piece of furniture in order to elevate the fan and provide better air circulation 

(www.wisegeeek.com). 

A tower fan is a radial fan encased in a covering. There are usually bars or some other kind of 

air holes in front of the fan blades to enable airflow. Tower fans are usually used in 

apartments, residential homes and smaller stores. Because tower fans are radial fans they are 

usually noisier than a table/box/pedestal or floor fans. A tower fan can’t tilt but some models 

can oscillate.  

A pedestal fan is a traditional fan set on an extendable pole attached to a base. The standing 

fan can be adjusted to move up or down for maximum comfort and can have a greater affect 

on cooling a larger area than a table fan (www.wisegeeek.com). 
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A floor fan has similar functions to a box fan, but it can only be placed on a floor because of 

the shape. It has usually a big cage around the blades and some kind of legs. A floor fan is 

larger than a table fan; it creates more airflow and is therefore noisier.  It is usually used in 

environments like warehouses, stores or other working places were the noise is less critical.  

Analysis of the Scandinavian market 

The result of the Scandinavian market research was there is only one company with their own 

brand; OBH Nordica. Their product range is shown in appendix 4. From research on the 

variety the conclusion was Scandinavian market has a poor assortment of portable fans. The 

range of fans looks quite similar to each other considering shape and the classical cage 

around the blades. The students also think there is a lack of fans with a Scandinavian design 

language. OBH Nordica’s product range in appendix 14 is an example of how the fans on the 

Scandinavian market appear.  

A qualitative interview to get more knowledge about the Scandinavian market was made to 

one fan retailer Mikael Werle; Elkedjan in Halmstad. Relevant questions were asked to get as 

much information as possible of the interview. The summarized result and conclusions 

follows as below:  

- The sales depends a lot on the season; people mostly buy a portable fan during the 

warmest month of the summer 

- The sales has increased the last ten years 

- Portable fan sells more than ceiling fans because they are easier to store 

- Last summer stores around the country ran out of portable fans; there really exists a 

need for the product 

3.1.4 Interviews 

To get more understanding and knowledge concerning fans and alternative safety solutions 

interviews were conducted with Urban Persson, subject teacher in Energy Technology and 

Hans-Erik Eldemark, subject teacher in Computer and Electrical Engineering The results of 

the interviews are implemented in the research part further on in the process. Result from the 

survey with Urban is implemented in the analysis of Hunter fans Rockefeller fan. The 

interview with Hans-Erik Eldemark is implemented in the part “Analysis of ideation phases”  
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3.1.5 Analysis of Hunter Fans Rockefeller fan 

Every product is designed in a particular way. An understanding of the product can be helpful 

in designing a new one. Therefore a product analysis was made to understand and become 

familiar with Hunter Fans existing product, Rockefeller. This portable fan was sent to the 

students by the company in the beginning of the project. The analysis of the product resulted 

in ideas for achievements and new hopefully better solutions than already exists.                                                                                                

Basic elements 

The basic element of the existing table fan Rockefeller, include the fan blade, base, speed 

control, motor, blade guard, motor housing, oscillator gearbox, and oscillator shaft. The 

oscillator is a mechanism that motions the fan from side to side. The axle comes out on both 

ends of the motor, one end of the axle is attached to the blade and the other is attached to the 

oscillator gearbox. The oscillator shaft is attached to base and gearbox. A motor housing 

covers the oscillator mechanism, motor and an extra cast iron weight for balance. The blade 

guard for safety joins to the motor housing. Pictures of different parts of Rockefeller are 

shown in appendix 5. 

Information from Hunter Fan  

Rockefeller has:  

− a whisper-quiet motor with aerodynamic blade design for maximum air flow and 

minimal noise  

− an all-metal construction 

− a smooth oscillation, 85° range of air movement  

− three speeds  

− an manual adjustable tilt function  

− ten years warranty  

− a size of 12” in diameter  

− a finish in black or nickel  

− three blades that is the optimal number. Four is good enough but performance 

degrades from there large blade size with wide tip. Wider tips create more drag but 

also more wind noise  
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Analysis with Urban Persson 

The Rockefeller fan was taken apart and analyzed with Urban Persson, subject teacher in 

energy technology, to get further information. It resulted in following aspects:  

− axial fan type  

− big motor, can probably be smaller  

− cast iron as a weight behind the motor, probably for balance  

− open slots on the motor housing for cooling purpose of the motor  

− open areas on both the front and the back in order to allow air to be drawn in from 

one side of the fan and to exit through the other  

− safety solution around the blades to avoid injury  

− speed control with three steps. Could a continuously variable speed be possible?  

− blade pitch for moving air more efficient. According to Urban fan blades have a 

special angle to the rotation plane to move air. A bigger angle is required closer the 

centre since the blade there has a shorter rotation way. The more pitch the more wind 

noise occurs. Increased pitch also creates increased drag which decreases the 

efficiency of the motor. No pitch on the blades gives a minimal air flow and to big 

pitch only creates turbulence. There is always an optimal angle on the blade 

depending on speed and blade length  

− own and expresses high quality, but is very heavy and ungainly  

− heavy and expensive materials. Does it have to be so heavy?  

− feels genuine  

− can be taken apart for cleaning purpose 

3.1.6 Engineering specification 

An engineering specification is set to better understand the problem and lay the foundation 

for the remainder of the design project. These specifications are the restatement of the design 

problem in terms of parameters that can be measured and have target values. It is a good idea 

to develop a set of engineering specifications from the customers’ requirements, to assure the 

product being developed will satisfy the customers. Setting targets early in the process is 

important to control the design process, although setting targets to early may eliminate new 

ideas (Ullman, 2003).  
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An engineering specification can often be compared as an order from the assigner. If there is 

a problem to solve or an existing product to develop in cooperation with a company, the 

assigner should gather an engineering specification of the product. Since the engineering 

specification is a list of requirements which will be achieved in the final concept an approval 

of the company is important (Löfgren, 2002). 

The engineering specifications in this project were made after the first stage of brainstorming 

to avoid elimination of ideas and still steering the process in desirable direction. Since there 

weren’t many specifications achieved from the company, the desires and requirements were 

gathered by the participants of the project. It was a good tool verifying nothing was forgotten 

and worked as a proof of received and understood information from the company.  

The specifications were made concerning the areas Functions, Material, Components, Safety, 

Market and Economics, and were classified in requirements (R) and desire (D).  

Functions See Function Analysis (appendix 6). 

Material No rust may occur D 

 Will last for ten years R 

 Recyclable  D 

 Attractive finish D 

 Minimize weight D  

Components About same motor size as existing product D 

 Similar blade shape with existing product D  

Safety Manage the pencil probe test to ensure safety R 

Market Fit the Scandinavian market D  

Economics Manufacturing cost that fit financially secure D 

 consumers; still be kept within reasonable cost 

 10 year warranty D 
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3.1.7 Function analysis 

The function analysis is a part of the engineering specifications (Löfgren, 2002).  It intends to 

make the analysis process of a project easier by systematic and methodical analyzing all the 

demands and desires of the actual product. The analysis makes people of different disciplines 

more involved in the design process. It is a good method for describing a product with the 

help of its intended functions. The purpose is to think and express functions instead of 

completed solutions and hopefully come up to better ideas than already exists. The intended 

functions describes by using only a verb and a noun for each function. 

The different functions are then classified into three categories; Head Function, Necessary 

Functions and Desirable Functions. Besides a verb and noun a function can be explained 

further with a note, for example specifying weight or temperature (Landqvist, 2001, 

Österlind, 2003) 

A function analysis (appendix 6) was made based on the information gathered so far in the 

project. Every aspect of the fans use was tried to be described in its widest sense. All the 

input factors provided a list of short but accurate descriptions of all the intended functions 

related to the fan. This list was used throughout the design process to ensure that demands 

and desires were being fulfilled. The function analysis was updated when new aspects were 

discovered. It was also used to communicate with the supervisors from Halmstad University 

and Hunter Fan and worked as a decision making tool for evaluating different ideas. 

3.1.8 Image board/core values 

It is very important that everyone in a project is working towards the same goal. An image 

board visually communicates and expresses a feeling wanted to achieve with a product 

(Grönevall, Rundqvist, 2004). Therefore one was created to make sure that Hunter Fan was 

sharing the vision set up for this project. 

Hunter Fans target group members are homeowners who are financially secure and interested 

in home improvement. The company stands for high quality and technological innovation. A 

new product should express these values. The goal of this project was also that the new 

product should own a Scandinavian feeling; since it is intended mainly for the Scandinavian 

market.  

Scandinavian design has become an established phenomenon, these countries has made a big 

influence on the field of international design for more than sixty years. The design is often 

associated with simple uncomplicated designs, functionality and modernity.  The typical 

materials used are form-pressed wood, plastics, anodized or enameled aluminum or pressed 

steel (Cabra and Nelson, 2004). 
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 simplicity            functionality            modernity            high quality            innovation                    
Figure 3.1 Image Board 

The image board made for this project (figure 3.1) contains pictures that express the values 

Hunter Fan stands for plus, as described before, the values Scandinavian design stands for. A 

print out of the image board was pinned up on the wall and visually displayed throughout the 

whole project time. The image board is shown in a larger view in appendix 7.  

3.1.9 Inspiration  

It is a big risk for a company to introduce a new product on the market. If it doesn’t sell, all 

investments are lost. One way to secure a product on the market is to look into trends. 

Examples to find out about trends is to visit fairs that shows products within the product 

segment; cars, clothing, furniture etc (Österlin, 2003).  

One step of the research stage in this project was to get inspiration from trends to the overall 

design of the product; forms, materials, colors and functions. The supervisor at Hunter Fan 

advised to look into furniture trends. The inspiration was mainly obtained through the 

Stockholm Furniture Fair in the beginning of February. The visit resulted in a big variety of 

ideas about the design of the fan. It also verified the feeling of what Scandinavian design 

stands for and what the trend are at the moment.  The students were inspired by the classic 

Scandinavian design that was a big part of the fair. The colors and materials for the product 

were inspired by today’s trend; black and white, shiny materials, form-pressed plastics, 

anodized or enameled aluminum or pressed steel. Another big source of inspiration was also 

the well known Scandinavian company Bang&Olufsen. The inspiration was illustrated 

through a board with pictures of products that was part of the furniture fair and also products 

from Bang&Olufsen. This to show a wholeness of what the inspiration to the concepts came 

from (appendix 8). 
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3.1.10 Survey 

The designer is not the user. Even if this person is the one to decide in the end one should 

always stick to fact. To design a successful product the user needs to be taken in 

consideration. A good method to find out what people’s needs are for a product is to conduct 

interviews or surveys (Österlin 2006, Ullman, 2003).   

A survey was done to get more knowledge about what requirements consumers in 

Scandinavia have concerning a portable fan. Questions were asked both to people who own a 

fan and to people who are in need of a fan. The questioned fits in the target group; financially 

secure home owners. The survey was made through both interviews and questionnaires which 

resulted in fifteen answers. Questions and answers are shown in appendix 9. The summarized 

results and the most important aspects of the survey were as follows: 

Most of the people in Scandinavia use a portable fan in the summer, a majority to cool 

themselves down when they are sleeping. One reason could be because there are a lot of old 

houses in Scandinavia, both detached houses and apartment houses. The insulation in these 

houses is often of a bad quality. Another aspect is that Scandinavian people don’t have an air 

conditioner in their houses because of the climate; it’s only warm few month of the year. 

Therefore they buy a portable fan to use only in the summer.  

 

According to the survey, a majority uses their fan in the bedroom or in the living room. A 

portable fan is used in rooms where people spend most time. A fan that easily can be moved 

is desirable.  

 

A majority (65%) answered when looking for a new fan; they want it to be of a nice design 

and fit in their homes. It seems like people in Scandinavia really care about the looks when 

they by a fan. People in Scandinavia are generally very aware of interior design.  

 

35% also wanted it to be easy to store. There were also opinions about the weight of the fan; 

since it has to be easy to put away and store, it is desirable to have a small and neat fan.  

 

The average of how much people are willing to pay is high; 120 dollars. A majority also said 

that they are willing to pay a higher price for a fan they find attractive and fit in their interior 

design.  

 

These conclusions worked as an important input for the continuous work in the project, 

especially when decisions were made regarding the concept evaluation. The survey 

conclusions were a major aspect when deciding the final design.   
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3.1.11 Personas/environments 

As a designer the goal is to bring a product into line with consumer needs. It is important to 

have knowledge about who the product is intended to. Therefore a successful design process 

needs to focus on a target group (Österlin, 2003). 

The target group for this project was decided to be the same as Hunter Fan turns to; 

homeowners who are financially secure and interested in home improvement. The difference 

is the target group is the inhabitants of Scandinavia instead inhabitants of the US. To create a 

desirable design for the target group user personas with scenarios was made-up. The user 

personas were created with information based on the survey results. Through this method it 

was possible to understand people’s need for the product, why they use it, how they interact 

with it and when they use it. Four personas were created and they all fit in the decided target 

group. They are from three different countries in Scandinavia and use their fans in different 

environments; apartment, office, residential home and store. The personas and environments 

are shown in boards with pictures and text in appendix 10. The pictures also show how a 

thought environment for the fan could look like in Scandinavia.  

The personas were evaluated and this gave input for ideas of how the fan should be designed 

to fulfill the user needs: 

Charlott’s fan should be: 

- easy to move around in the rooms of her apartment 

- of a size and weight  so she can move it easily 

- easy to store since she only need it at the hottest days in summer time  

- easy to handle and uncomplicated functions since she doesn’t interact with it every 

day of the year 

- of a nice design that fit in her apartment since she care a lot about interior design   

Figure 3.2 User personas, apartment 
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Jacob’s fan should be: 

- of a size so he can have it on his desk 

- easy to store since he only needs it at summer time when his office gets hot inside 

- adjustable speed since the fan will stand pretty close to him on his desk 

- easy to move if he needs the place on the desk 

- of a functional and nice design, he only buys products with thought through design 

concerning both functional, forms and materials.  

Figure 3.3 User personas, office 

Anders and Lena’s fan should be:  

- easy to move to different rooms in the house 

- safe for the children 

- easy to store; they only need it at hot summer days 

- fit in their Scandinavian interior design  

Figure 3.4 User personas, residential home 
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Kaj and Trudes fan should be:  

- easy to move to different locations in the store 

- of a size so it is not in the way for the costumers or for them selves 

- of a size so it can stand on their counter without taking to much place 

- of a size and weight so they can bring it home  

- fit in their trendy store  

Figure 3.5 User personas, store 

3.1.12 Research presentation 

A summary of the most important aspects were send to Hunter Fan to get their approval of 

target group, core values etc. This included the function analysis, image board with core 

values, survey results and user personas with boards and scenarios. The company responded 

positive on the research and looked forward to seeing some of the designs. Next phase of the 

project was now to generate ideas. 

3.2 Ideation 

It is worth striving for a wide and large range of ideas to reach a higher peak in the final 

concept (Österlin, 2003). Unrealistic ideas can lead to useful ideas (Ullman, 2003). The 

ideation phase in this project was characterized of a high level and a large number of 

innovational ideas that were brought down to a reality. The ideation phase in this project 

includes brainstorming, idea sketching, concept evaluation, presentation sketches and 

analyses of the different phases. 

3.2.1 Brainstorming 

Brainstorming is a simple and effective method used for generating ideas. Brainstorming 

works especially well as a group-technique because it brings more ideas that are brought up 

from different point of views (Landqvist, 2001).  
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This project contains an integration of a strong, visionary-driven design process. The high 

visions were brought down to reality to achieve a better result than the normal development 

would have done. Brainstorming was used in different phases during this project and ideas 

were roughly sketched to make sense for the people directly involved in the design process. 

To reach a better result a large variety of ideas were discussed and sketched. In the beginning 

of the ideation phase even the most unrealistic ideas were taken in consideration since they 

can lead to useful ideas.  

3.2.2 Idea sketching 

Sketching is an essential part of the design process, though design is difficult to explain in 

words. The best way to present ideas is to visualize them on paper. Sketching has proved 

over the years to be one of the fastest ways for a designer to define problems, explore ideas 

and develop form (Andersson, 1996). ”If you generate one idea, it is probably a poor one. If 

you generate twenty ideas, you may have a good one. Or, alternatively; he who spends too 

much time developing a single concept realizes only that concept” (Ullman, 2003).  

Sketching was a big part aspect of this project. The sketches were used as a method to 

communicate ideas between the group members, to the supervisor and to Hunter Fan. 

Sketching was also used as a method to solve problems in a concrete way and for fast and 

easy way to make changes and variations of the ideas.  

3.2.3 Concept Evaluation 

The design process is not just about creating a quantity of ideas as solutions to the problem. It 

is highly important to be able to choose which ones of the ideas worth developing. The 

difficulty in concept evaluation is to choose which ideas to spend time developing when there 

still is limited knowledge and data on which to base this selection. There is no “correct” 

number of concepts to select, but it’s less risky to refine a number of concepts before 

committing to one of them (Ullman, 2003). A quick, fast and easy way to chose from a big 

variety of ideas is to let the members of the project group and other people with important 

influence mark sketches they think has potential. Solutions with apparent advantages for the 

problem statement should be prioritized. An important aspect of this method is the discussion 

over why the votes turned out as they did. Brainstorming can later be used to improve and 

combine the ideas. The chosen ideas can be categorized in groups that are important for the 

solution. Groups with only a few ideas can then be developed further. This is a way secure 

that the creative activity won’t be affected which can lead to poor ideas (Österlin, 2003).  

In this project the concepts were parallel developed, and the weaker ones were eliminated 

along the way. The concept evaluation in the first phase was made according to Österlin’s 

method; with votes for ideas from both group members and people with important influence 

to the project. Discussions why these ideas where voted on and brainstorming was then used 

as a base to develop the ideas. The first hundred idea sketches were categorized to easier see 
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what ideas to focus on. The concepts were also compared to the Function Analysis, the 

survey results, the personas analysis and the image board. During the concept evaluation 

phases the ideas were carefully presented to and discussed with supervisor Hans Skillius and 

Hunter Fan. Methods for evaluation ideas in the end of the ideation phase, when only a few 

concepts remained, were mock up models and CAD.  

3.2.4 Analysis of ideation phases 

Ideation phase one, idea sketches 

To get a high quality as possible of the final result a hundred sketches were made in the first 

ideation phase (appendix 11). To get a good final concept as possible the sketches were made 

on a high visional level and were brought down to reality. Besides the traditional fan types, 

investigated in the research phase, new ideas of air movement were sketched on as well. The 

purpose with the first round of sketching was to illustrate basic forms and functions, leaving 

out the technical aspects such as how the blades were designed, were and how big the motor 

should be etc. The ideas were evaluated to fit in with the contents of the Function Analysis. 

When evaluating, the ideas were also compared to the analysis of the user personas, the result 

of the survey and the image board.  

In the first phase the sketches were narrowed down to approximately 30 ideas by the group 

members of this project. The chosen 30 concepts were presented to the supervisor to get more 

feedback. The ideas were also discussed with students who worked for the same company, 

designing a ceiling fan instead of a portable fan. With feedback from the supervisor and the 

student colleagues, the sketches were narrowed down to nineteen potential concepts that fit 

within the context of the Function Analysis, user personas, survey results and the image 

board.  

Ideation phase two; presentation sketches 

The nineteen chosen concepts was analyzed and refined to be able to present to Hunter Fan. 

Technical aspects were considered and thought through for every concept. According to the 

research results, all fan types are not suitable on the Scandinavian market. The Scandinavian 

consumer require a smaller portable fan, therefore the sketching was concentrated on table 

fans and tower fans. During this phase the students had e-mail contact with Hunter Fan to get 

information on how to proceed with different aspects.  

Blades 

One question that aroused in this phase of the project was concerning the blades of the fan; if 

the students should look into them or not. According to Urban Person, subject teacher in 

energy technology, the blades alone are a big subject to examine. The students consulted with 

their contact person on Hunter Fan on how to proceed with the blades. The answer was, 

quoting Jannell Canerday:   
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“As for the blades, they are generally specified by the engineering department. You can play 

with the shape if you like, but remember that they are very precisely designed, and changing 

them tends to create a lot of noise, or decrease the airflow.  The blade shape particularly for a 

portable fan is extremely sensitive, minor changes can cause major noise and functional 

effects.  Three blades are optimal. We generally leave them alone, or work very closely with 

an engineer to create shapes. I recommend that you expend more energy on the fan shape and 

presentation than redesigning the blades.” 

From the feedback regarding the blades of the fan a decision was made. The students got to 

the conclusion not to look into the blades on every one of the nineteen remaining concepts. 

Little time was spent on this subject since changing the blades tends to have a big influence 

to the efficiency of the fan. Hunter Fan would likely change the blades with help from their 

engineers. 

Safety  

Another important aspect in this stage was to add safety solutions to the concepts. Design for 

safety means ensuring that the product will not cause injury or loss. There are two issues that 

must be considered in designing a safe product. First, who or what is going to be protected 

from injury or loss during the operation of the product? Second, how is the protection 

actually implemented in the product (Ullman, 2003)?  

The main consideration in designing a portable fan for safety is to protect people from being 

injured by the product. Since the fan has blades which can be reached and lead to injury, 

there had to be added safety devices around the rotating parts.  

Since the goal was to design a fan that expresses Scandinavian design, a wish was to have as 

less details and uncomplicated forms on the product as possible. The safety solution is one 

factor that contributes to the whole expression of the shape. Without it the fan would have a 

cleaner and simple design, something that Scandinavian design is known for. Electronic 

safety solutions instead of a mechanical devise was investigated.  

Interview with Hans-Erik Eldemark 

A meeting with Hans-Erik Eldemark, a subject teacher in electronics, took place on the 8th of 

March. The meeting led to knowledge about a number of different solutions for a safety 

solution instead of having a mechanical devise. Below the solutions are summarized: 
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One electronic safety solution could be sensors that feel presence, using infrared jets that 

detect infrared heat (body temperature). When sensors detect heat in a settled distance the 

motor stops. This solution could be combined with a break on the motor or doors that closes 

up in front of the blades. 

In a house there is likely an electronic field. One solution could therefore be that the persons 

that lives in the house works as ”human antennas” that changes the electronic field. As a 

result the motor on the fan stops and the blades stops to rotate.  

Light curtains detect the presence of a foreign body and are tied into the control circuit to 

stop the machine. A light curtain is a device which uses an array of photoelectric sensors to 

detect the presence of an object. It can stop the motor of the fan if the operator enters the 

hazardous area. If the beam from a transmitter to a receiver is blocked, it triggers a stop 

signal to the electrical safety circuit. This solution must be combined with a break on the 

motor for a quicker stop. The safety solution can work with two sensors in the middle; one 

beam directs 20-25 mm in front of the blades, the other diagonally backwards to protect the 

blades from behind. If the blades are made in a light material they will stop rotate quicker. 

Also, if there is fewer blades it will take longer time to get hit by a blade.  

The mentioned safety solutions should be combined with a break on the motor. Hans-Erik 

therefore discussed the advantages of having a direct current motor. This kind of motor 

would make the break more efficient; the breaks stops quicker and the safety increases. 

Analysis of electronic safety solutions 

The analysis was, according to Hans-Erik Eldemark, electronic solutions can fail even if the 

risk is minimal. The risk of getting injured by a portable fan should be zero per cent. The 

safest solution is always to add a permanent mechanical safety device around the rotating 

parts. Still the ideas weren’t cut off at this point of the project. Not having a mechanical 

devise could make the expression of a portable fan much more minimalistic in line with a 

Scandinavian design language. The ideas were collected to be able to present to Hunter Fan.  

3.2.5 Mid presentation 

Presentation sketches of the remaining nineteen concepts were sent to Hunter Fan on the 15th 

of March 2007. Along with the sketches followed ideas for alternative safety solutions, ideas 

of blade shapes and a few ideas for a different looks on a mechanical safety solution. The 

presentation material is shown in appendix 12. 
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3.2.6 Analysis of mid presentation 

The feedback for the presentation resulted in nine concepts the company wanted the students 

to continue with. It gave a clearer direction of what to focus on and develop further in the 

project. Below are the chosen concepts and what comments the supervisor Jannell Canerday 

and her colleagues on Hunter Fan had on each one of them:  

No 1 
Fan type:  table fan 
Tilt function:  yes 
Oscillating function:  no 
 
 
 
 
 
 “The form is straightforward and a little industrial. The motor 

size looks more feasible than in someother concepts. Does this 

fan oscillate?” 
Figure 3.6 

 
No 3 
Fan type:  table fan 
Tilt function:  yes 
Oscillating function:  yes 
 
 
 “Again, the look is very sleek and 

cool. But think about weight 

distribution. Also, the motor is 

probably too small. Look at the 

motor size and placement.” 
 

Figure 3.7 
 

No 5 
Fan type:  table fan 
Tilt function:  yes 
Oscillating function:  yes 
 
 
 
 
“Motor housing will probably need to expand. This is a 

softer look. Would it fit into home environments better than 

the hard-edged lines? “ 
Figure 3.8                                                                                                                                                                             
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No 6 
Fan type:  table fan 
Tilt function:  yes 
Oscillating function:  yes 
“The look is very clean and sleek. It makes me think of 

windmills. Aesthetically, this concept may be my favorite.  

Some concerns:  the look is so cool, but the small footprint 

of the fan worries me a little-- again, problems with 

tipping. This model appears very tall and thin, and the 

motor housing size will definitely need to grow. Maybe 

there is a way to place the motor in another location so you 

don't have to sacrifice the architectural look.” 
Figure 3.9 
 
 

 

No 9  
Fan type:  table fan 
Tilt function:  yes 
Oscillating function:  yes 
  

 
 
 “Similar comments to #6. The look is a little 

softer than 6 which might be better for the 

home. Again, after you check motor dimensions 

and allocate its placement, you may find that 

the motor housing size needs to expand.” 
                                                                        

Figure 3.10  

 

 

No 11 
Fan type:  table fan 
Tilt function:  yes 
Oscillating function:  no 
 

 

 

 “Very good ideas, but the technology 

is still too expensive for us to consider. 

A nice solution, but not practical for 

Hunter Fan 

 
Figure 3.11 
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No 13 
Fan type:  table fan 
Tilt function:  yes 
Oscillating function:  yes 
 
 
 
 
 

“I like the skinny, industrial look of the blades, but they look 

just a little thin visually in comparison with the base.  Again, 

you may need to rethink the size of the motor housing.” 
 

 

Figure 3.12 
 

 

No 14 
Fan type:  table fan 
Tilt function:  yes 
Oscillating function:  no 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 “The strong geometry of this concept is good. However, you'll have 

to add some pitch to the blades in order to move any air. In what 

material are you envisioning the blades?” 

 
Figure 3.13                                                                                                                 
 

 
No 19 
Fan type:  table fan 
Tilt function:  yes 
Oscillating function:  no 
 
 
 
 
 
“Some cool colors could make this a neat fan...” 
 

 

 

Figure 3.14 
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Hunter Fan was pleased with the presentation material send to them; they thought the ideas 

were interesting. For the next phase they wanted them to be refined to more realistic ideas; 

some of the concepts seemed too expensive to manufacture.  

The company liked the electronic safety ideas but didn’t think it was feasible on the market. 

Hunter Fan will not be able to model some of the features, such as infrared sensors. 

According to Hunter Fan the quick motor stop and doors closing on concept no 11 would 

require a great deal of tooling cost and research for the company. It was unlikely that they 

would choose to go with the technology at this point. Hunter believes that most of their 

consumers not want to absorb the extra cost of the technology. This combined with the 

students own analysis concerning an electronic safety solution resulted in the decision that it 

wouldn’t be further explored in this project. The focus was from this point on a mechanical 

safety solution. 

None of the tower fan concepts were selected from the mid presentation. According to 

Jannell tower fans tends to be very loud and will need a lot of ventilation. In the research 

phase it was established centrifugal fan produces more pressure for a given air volume; they 

are typically noisier than axial fans. According to the survey, the Scandinavian consumer 

requires a quiet fan. An axial table fan is more suitable and quiet than a radial tower fan. All 

concepts for further refinement were therefore concentrated on axial table fans. 

3.3 Finalization  

The process of making an object less abstract and more concrete is called refinement. 

Mechanical design is a continuous process of refining the given needs to the final hardware. 

The refinement is part of the evaluate loop in product design. Whatever geometry was 

developed during the ideation phases must be questioned and refined. After each 

improvement it is good practice to revisit the decisions before reevaluating (Ullman, 2003). 

This chapter explains the methods used to refine the remaining concepts.  

3.3.1 Concept refinement 

The remaining nine concepts were discussed with supervisor Hans Skillius and weighted 

against the Function analysis, the survey results, the personas analysis and the image board. 

Each one of the concepts were questioned and carefully analyzed.  Methods used in this 

phase of the project to evaluate and refine were also mock-up models and CAD. The 

concepts were also weighted against more technical aspects such as materials, production 

techniques and quantity of components. With advice from the supervisor the nine concepts 

were narrowed down to four. Since each concept must be evaluated more accurate than in the 

ideation phase this was a number easier to handle in this stage of the project. The four 

remaining concepts were at this stage number 3, 6, 11 and 14. Number 14 was refined 

without closing doors; as mentioned earlier this safety solution was not going to be developed 

further. 
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3.3.2 Mock-ups 

Building a mock-up is a way to try different solutions by sketching in three dimensions. 

Through hand work you discover solutions that shouldn’t have been revealed by sketching or 

working in the computer. A mock up is a quick, simple and cheap method to try forms, 

functions and how a product can be build up (Österlin, 2003).  

1:1 scale mock-ups of the four final concepts were built as a method to decide which 

concepts that had the highest potential for becoming a successful product. The purpose was to 

try forms, dimensions and functions. It was also a way to try how the different components of 

the fan worked in relationship to each other.  It gave a better understanding of size, 

proportions, shapes and functions. Seeing the shapes in 3D determined which concept 

expressed the core values set for this project in the best way. It also clarified which ideas 

were most likely to work function wise; if the oscillate and tilt functions could be realized. 

Pictures of the mock-ups are shown in appendix 13.  

3.3.3 Materials and production techniques 

At the same time as the form is being developed, it is important to identify materials and 

production techniques and to be aware of their specific engineering requirements (Ullman, 

2003). There are a few general rules when designing a product. Narrow tolerances and exact 

matching is one thing you should try to avoid. From a production point of view, equally thick 

materials are usually desirable. By using the same tools in more than one operation money 

can be saved, as with symmetrical forms. 

The forms decide which production techniques can be used, at the same time the production 

technique decides which form is the most realistic one. Another aspect when designing a 

product is the number of components.  A complex construction increases the chance of break 

down. As few components as possible contributes to a more beneficial solution (Österlin, 

2003).  

When refining the remaining four concepts the above mentioned aspects were taken into 

account. A light material to reduce the weight of the fan was desirable. At the same time a 

construction that holds for vibration and the weight of the motor was necessary. The concepts 

were evaluated against which production technique was possible and most beneficial. As few 

components as possible was an advantage when evaluating the concepts. This was a balance 

between which concept had the most beneficial possible production technique, the fewest 

components and what material it could be manufactured, against the most desirable form.   

3.3.4 Afterlife of the product 

When a product’s useful life time is over, one of three things happens to its components. 

They are disposed of, refused or recycled. The attention to the entire product life cycle is 

fueled by economics, customer expectation and government regulation. It is becoming less 
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expensive to recycle materials than processing new raw material. This is especially true if the 

product is designed so it is easily can be disassembled into components made of a single 

material. Consumers are increasingly more environmentally conscious and aware of values of 

recycling. Governments around the world are also forcing attention to the environment 

(Ullman 2003). The afterlife of a product was considered during this project when refining 

and evaluating the concepts. The students were striving for at concept easy to disassemble to 

be able to recycle the materials. 

3.3.5 Evaluation meeting 

The group members of this project had the chance to discuss the concepts with Lance Rake, 

Industrial Designer from the University of Kansas. A meeting between the students, 

supervisor Hans Skillius and Lance Rake took place on March the 30th. The four final 

concepts were evaluated against the aspects mentioned above in this chapter in combination 

with thoughts and opinions from Lance Rake and Hans Skillius. It gave valuable feedback 

and led to the conclusion of what final concept to refine. All involved in the meeting agreed 

on one concept; no 11 (without closing doors). The advantages with this concept, comparing 

to no 3, 6 and 14, was according to the students, Lance Rake and Hans Skillius as follows:  

 

− beneficial in a manufacturing standpoint because of its geometrical square shape an 

equally thick materials 

 

− beneficial due to assembly and disassembly; a function for oscillating is not needed 

and because of the shape a traditional cage for safety around the blades is not needed  

 

− the concept easiest to put away and store because of its flat shape 

 

− the concept that clearly expresses the core values of Scandinavian design language 

most because of the simple and minimalistic shape 

3.3.6 CAD 

CAD (Computer Aided Design) systems allow the designer to make a solid model of the 

components and assemblies. These systems can show the layout of components and 

assemblies, the details of the components and how that they fit together into assemblies. 

Interfaces between components are developed so that components share the same features, 

dimensions, and tolerances (Ullman, 2003). When the 3D model is refined enough, this 

information can be transferred to detail and assembly drawings. The goal in an assembly 

drawing is to show how the components fit together. Detail drawings document the form of 

the individual components. They are a final representation of the design effort and will give 

enough detail to support production (Ullman, 2003).  
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As a method to evaluate and refine the remaining concept the CAD program Catia V5 was 

used. CAD was a good tool for presenting dimensions and proportions, create forms and 

showing surface finishes. It was also used ensuring that all the components fit together in an 

assembly. Renderings of the final concept were made to present the final appearance of the 

product in a more realistic way. The final concept was also transferred into one exploded 

view and detail drawings of every part. This was made for communication with the company 

for production of the prototype. 

3.3.7 Presentation prototype 

Physical models of products are often called prototypes. There are different purposes for 

prototypes. A prototype can be developed to help refine the components and assemblies. 

Geometry, materials, and manufacturing process are important as function for these 

prototypes (Ullman, 2003). The prototype more or less share the same shape, material and 

function as the final product, but not necessary the same manufacturing process (Österlin, 

2003).  

A presentation prototype was made in cooperation with Hunter Fan. The students provided 

Hunter Fan with renderings of the final concepts together with an exploded view and 

dimensional drawings. From this material Hunter Fan built a prototype in their factory in 

China. The purpose with the prototype was to complete the result and to make the final 

design more understandable. It also helped verifying the product.  
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4 Results and conclusions 

This chapter is an explanation and conclusion of the final design of this project. The final 

design was send as a presentation to Hunter Fan, with renderings and explanations of the 

functions. The fan was also set in environmental renderings to show how the product can 

appear in reality. The presentation is shown in appendix 14. Hunter fan responded positive, 

following text is quoted directly from an email sent by Jannell Canerday, Industrial Designer 

at Hunter Fan: 

“I think the concept is well-supported. I particularly liked the visual language and the survey 

result analysis. The project is well done, and the look of the products fits your descriptions of 

the distinct Scandinavian aesthetic. I think these fans could potentially work for other parts of 

the European market and perhaps even for a small market here in the US”. 

A decision has not yet been made if the fan is going for production. The result should 

therefore be considered as a conceptual design.  

4.1 Final design 

Scandinavian people need a fan to cool themselves down at the warmest days in summer 

time, and then they want to put it away since it’s not used the rest of the year. The best choice 

is probably a neat smaller portable fan; easy to move, put away and store. From market 

research the conclusion was there is a lack of fans with Scandinavian design language on the 

market in these countries. Home interior is a growing business; more and more people 

carefully decorate their homes. A portable fan with a desirable design language suitable for 

the Scandinavian homes is a necessary to be a successful product on the Scandinavian 

market. The financially secure homeowner who cares about home improvement in 

Scandinavia is according to the survey willing to pay a higher price for a portable fan with a 

desirable design language.    

The final concept is designed to be suitable for the Scandinavian market and consumer needs; 

it ended up being a small and neat table fan. It is designed for the consumer who requires a 

fan easy to handle. The smaller size and weight makes it easy to move, put away and store. 

From basis of the survey and user personas this is the most suitable type of fan in the 

Scandinavian home; these homes and apartments are generally smaller than in America and 

therefore the space is more limited. It is also suitable for offices and smaller stores on the 

Scandinavian market. The simple modern shape is functional. It is easy to place on a table; a 

bed table for a cooling effect on a hot summer night, the desk in an office to increase the 

work environment or on a counter in a small store to make the customers and employees feel 

better. 
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Figure 4.1 Final design 

Scandinavian design stands for simple uncomplicated design, functionality and modernity. 

The final design of this project clearly goes in line with this design language; still it expresses 

Hunter Fan’s value of high quality. The shape was inspired from today’s trends by visiting 

the Stockholm furniture Fair. An analysis of trends resulted in the fan being inspired by 

colors and finish; black and white, shiny surfaces and clear polycarbonate. The fan owns a 

simple design with a geometrical square form at the same time as it’s neat and modern. The 

clear front makes the whole impression of the fan more exclusive and covers the whole front 

to make the impression of the form simple with less details. It is also a discreet safety 

solution; it doesn’t draw the attention like the traditional cages on portable fans. 

Figure 4.2 Variation in colors; white, white with black blades, black and aluminum 
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The fan can tilt and be set in different positions; because of this function it is able to adjust 

the airflow in a desirable direction. Because of the flat and square shape and tilt function it is 

easy to fold, put away and store when it’s not needed.  

Figure 4.3 Tilt function   

The tilt function in based on a 

bicycle skewer method; when 

loosen a clasp it is possible to tilt 

around the axle positioned between 

the front and bottom part. When 

tighten the clasp the fan is fixed in a 

position. This way the fan can be set 

in desired position.                               Figure 4.4 Tilt function; bicycle skewer method 

 

Hunter believes the fan easily can be translated to the American Urban markets of New York 

and other large cities. If the company decides to have this fan in their product range they will 

widen their assortment. In contradiction to the company’s existing portable fans which are of 

a more robust nature this fan is noticeable smaller and more neat 

4.2 Materials and components 

The fan has six basic components; the clear safety bar front, blades, safety bar back, front, 

motor house and bottom part. It is easy to screw apart and put together. All the components 

besides the safety bars are intended to be of aluminum or hard plastic; these materials are 

strong and light and contribute to minimize the weight but keep a strong construction. The 

clear safety front and the safety bar back are intended to be of polycarbonate. The material 

thickness of the front and bottom part is equally thick for a simple look and an easier 

mechanical production. 
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When designing the fan, the number of components has been minimized for an easier 

assembling. Below is an exploded view of the different components. 

Figure 4.5 Exploded view 

The safety bar front part is screwed from the back through the motor holder and the front 

part. Because of this there are no visible screw tops on the front of the fan. Only two screws 

contribute to a cleaner expression of the front surface. The safety bar back has an edge for the 

safety bar front to lean on when the components are put together. Because of this not more 

than two screws are necessary. The edge also works as a distance between the safety bar front 

part and the front part, it makes construction more stable. The motor house is attached to the 

construction by the axle between the blades and the motor. A hole through the safety bar 

back, the motor holder and the motor house allows the blade axle to hold the construction 

together without any unnecessary screws. The speed control/power switch is placed on the 

back of the motor house, this for an easier connection to the motor.  To have a minimal and 

clean look with less detail it was also decided the speed control/power switch was not going 

to be placed on the front. It was considered no problem to reach the switch on the back 

because of the smaller size of the fan. The bottom part and the front part has profiles were the 

tilt axle goes through. 
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4.3 Production techniques 

The production techniques have not yet been decided for this project. When designing and 

evaluating the concepts it was still thought trough what techniques could be used. The 

concept with forms and shapes complicated to manufacture was not a priority. The students 

had a few thoughts of how to make the fan. All of the components besides the safety bar front 

and back can be of aluminum to get as good finish as possible. The safety components can be 

of polycarbonate. The front part and the bottom part can be extruded, cut and milled. The 

motor house, motor lid and the polycarbonate parts can be manufactured by injection 

molding. To strength these ideas James Burns, Industrial design manager at Hunter Fan, was 

contacted. His answer was as follows:  

“There are many ways your fan could be made. The first and easiest way would be with 

plastic injection molding tools. The advantages would be that color change is easier, 

tolerances are greater and durability in shipping is better. The down side is the fit and finish 

is not as good. Steel or aluminum would be acceptable but the cost is different for each. Fit 

and finish would be nice and durability would be acceptable as long as the packaging is well 

designed. The finish would be very nice if you used aluminum but the cost would be higher. 

Aluminum would be in between costs of plastic and steel. I would push for aluminum due to 

the flexibility in finishing.” 

The answer from James Burns proofed the choice of aluminum and that it is possible in a 

manufacturing standpoint.   

4.4 Safety  

Safety was a big issue in this project. A portable fan used in home environments needs to be 

as safe as possible to not injure. The blades are critical components. Stick a finger near the 

rotating blades end they can be cut off. Alternative electronic safety solutions were 

investigated to avoid the typical cage around the blades. This way the fan could own a simple 

and minimal expression in line with the Scandinavian design language. When comparing 

against the safety requirements this solutions where considered not a hundred percent safe. 

An electronic solution can always fail, even if the chance is minimal. According to Hunter, 

they are not able to model the electronic features because of the manufacturing costs. Hunter 

was also unsure if the solutions were feasible on the market; they believe most consumers 

will not absorb the extra cost of technology.  

 A mechanical device is always the safest choice. To have a visible mechanical solution also 

gives a feeling of a safer fan than one with invisible electronic safety solution. This is an 

important aspect of the whole impression of the fan. A fan can damage and it is therefore 

important the product look safe.  
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The safety solution on the final concept is designed to be as discreet as possible, yet visible to 

give the fan a safe impression. It is intended to be made of clear polycarbonate. The front 

safety bar covers the whole front to give the fan a more minimalistic and exclusive 

expression. To allow airflow the polycarbonate part has a circle of bars in front of the blades. 

The safety bar back is also made of clear polycarbonate to be as discreet as possible.  

4.5 Blades 

How the blades are designed on a fan is of critical importance how efficient the airflow is. 

According to Hunter Fan minor changes of the blades can have major effect on the airflow 

and the noise. The company advised the students to concentrate on to design a fan suitable for 

the Scandinavian market instead of spending time on developing new blades. The blades are 

such a big subject in itself, when designing the industrial designers at Hunter Fan always 

leave the blades alone and work very close to their engineers to solve the problems. 

Therefore a decision was made to not concentrate on this matter. On the final design the 

blades are highly conceptual and shaped to fit with the rest of the design language of the fan. 

Still an optimal solution was thought trough. The fan has three blades and each blade is 

pitched for best possible airflow.  

4.6 Presentation prototype 

A presentation prototype was developed with help from Hunter Fan to help refine the 

components and assemblies, and to be able to present the final design in a more trustworthy 

way. Drawings were made (appendix 15) to make the manufacturing of the prototype easier. 

The drawings are not for production purpose, they were made for a presentation prototype 

only and are therefore not complete.  

The prototype shares the same shape and material as the final design. Because of time limit 

the prototype is not functional; it was more important to have a model to show on the final 

exhibition than having a functional model too late. At this point of the project the prototype is 

still not received and can therefore not be shown in this report.  

4.7 Afterlife of the product 

The result of this project is a fan designed to be easy to disassemble. This contributes to a 

more economic beneficial solution for Hunter Fan; the parts can be separated and the material 

recycled to be reused. It is also a design for the environment; the fan can be disassembled and 

the materials reused instead of being refused.  
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5 Reflections  

The reflections of the project are very pleasing, but critical aspect will be considered as well. 

5.1 Positive project reflections 

We think the result was very pleasing and that the fan can be successful on the Scandinavian 

market. Market research among fan owners and potential fan customers gave valuable input 

for how the result should be attractive on for the Scandinavian consumer. The facts clarified 

the needs of a simplistic, neat, ungainly, functional, qualitative, exclusive attractive fan in 

line with the result. Today it seems like many people don’t want to pay too much for a 

portable fan since they think most of the range own an unattractive design. One interesting 

aspect was that Scandinavian consumers seemed willing to pay more for a fan than the 

American consumers if all their requirements are fulfilled. A fan like the outcome of this 

project, with a more suitable appearance for the Scandinavian market, could therefore result 

in customers putting more money on their fans. There would also be a benefit that the fan 

intended for the Scandinavian market is design by Scandinavian citizens who is brought up 

with this culture and form language.    

Overall the result of the project was according to Hunter Fan very satisfying. They think the 

look of the product fits the descriptions of the distinct Scandinavian aesthetic and could 

potentially work for other parts of the European market, perhaps even for a small market in 

the US. 

Building mock-ups when the concepts were narrowed down to four, turned out to be very 

useful from evaluating standpoint. It was easier to discover size, proportions and possible 

functional solutions. This was the time where the final concept was chosen for finishing 

refinement.  

The explored literature and used methodology were suitable and right choice for this project. 

Recently studies at the University of Kansas have also been a learning experience and input 

for this project.  

It has been an interesting and educative project working with an American company due to 

different culture and knowledge. The students were treated like consultants by Hunter Fan 

and e-mail communication were rather quickly evaluated and replied. There was a great 

opportunity practicing and developing the English language. 
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5.2 Critical discussion 

Hunter Fan thinks the design is nice and well-supported but has a few concerns about cost 

and realistic manufacturability; it could be quite expensive at retail. This would be a very 

limiting factor in their possibility as production project. Other concern from the company is 

the fan may have potential for tipping over. Tests and further development to improve the 

product can be necessary if Hunter Fan decides to put this concept in production. Functional 

tests on blades and balance is most important since these areas are most critical. If the 

product would turn out unstable it is probably caused by to less weight in the overall 

construction. Perhaps in this case it could be more stable if there was put some more wait 

under the bottom part, or if this weight somehow was integrated in this component.  

The communication with Hunter Fan was mostly pleasant. The distance was still a problem 

since there never was a direct contact. All contact was through e-mail and therefore 

information was sometimes misunderstood and work was delayed.   

There are a few aspects of the project that are wished to be done more efficiently. There was 

a lot of research of existing and potential fan customers who lives in apartments or residential 

homes. It would have been beneficial if the needs of a portable fan at offices and smaller 

store were investigated as much. The decisions in this case were mostly based on different 

views and experience.  

If fan retailers were further investigated, more information of the Scandinavian fan market 

had been collected and conclusions had been more trustworthy. The problem was partly to 

find retailers of portable fans. Despite this, it’s the consumers who buys the product and 

would therefore be more important to focus on. The goal was after all to translate the 

customers’ requirements into a new product.  
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FUNCTION ANALYSIS

Assigner: Hunter Fan
Project: Portable fan
Date: 03-08-2007

AREA OF FUNCTIONS: usage & primary functions

Function Division* Comment
offer cooling effect MF
allow airflow N
be effective D
be energy efficient D
offer effectivity levels D air pressure + air flow area
offer adjustment D air direction
offer tilt function D to move the air flow
offer oscillation D to move the air flow
offer easy storage D
offer portability D able to move around
make transportation easier D
offer flexibility D of hight
offer suspendtion D
offer timer D
offer continouosly variable speed D of air flow
express innovative technology D
express high quality D
express scandinavian D
express exclusiveness D
express trust D
express modernity D
express simplicity D
express functionality D
clarify/inform function/usability D
describe use D
describe purpose D
offer on/off N
be recognizable D
provide stability D
be unique D
allow cleaning D
offer speed adjustment D air flow
minimize weight D easy to move
minimize size D
be quiet D
minimize noise D
fit home interior D
own attractive design D

* MF=Main Function    N=Necessary    D=Desirable    U=Unnecessery      
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AREA OF FUNCTIONS: ergonomics & semantics

Function Division* Comment

be reqognizable D
offer understanding D
reachable switches D
minimize noise D
offer pleassure D pleasant temerature
express funktions D
minimize weight D easy to move
offer wheels D easy to move
allow easy movement D
minimize size D
clarify/inform function/usability D
describe use D
be easy to use D
describe purpose D
make transpotation easier D
offer handle D
be collapsible D during transpotation/storage
be reattachable D during transpotation/storage
own cord holder D
minimize friction D between bottom and table/floor
avoid beeing ungainly D take small place, easy to handle

* MF=Main Function    N=Necessary    D=Desirable    U=Unnecessery      

AREA OF FUNCTIONS: safety

Function Division* Comment

prevent being pinched D
prevent being pricked D
prevent getting a shock D from electricity
pretect moving parts D
prevent being cut D from rotating parts

* MF=Main Function    N=Necessary    D=Desirable    U=Unnecessery      

AREA OF FUNCTIONS: construction & production

Function Division* Comment

allow production N
allow assembly N
facilitate repairs D
minimize weight D

* MF=Main Function    N=Necessary    D=Desirable    U=Unnecessery  
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AREA OF FUNCTIONS: marketing

Function Division* Comment

increase sales D
please targetgroup D
create demand D
create interest D
express high quality D
express simplicity D
express company image D
create trust D
create trend D
create news value D
express identity D
stress competitors D
own product name D
offer usability D
maximize simplicity D for users
own attractive design D

* MF=Main Function    N=Necessary    D=Desirable    U=Unnecessery  
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Survey – in need of a portable fan

Gender: two males, three females
Age: 24-29
Type of residence: three lives in apartment, two lives in house

1. Why do you need a portable fan?
- to chill myself down from the heat if there isn’t a air condition or if I’m outside
- to cool the bedroom on warm summer nights
- to cool different parts of my apartment during summer time
- when sleeping during warm summer nights 
- to cool myself down when it in the heat

2. Where do you need a portable fan?
- when traveling. Sitting on a warm bus, train, car, taxi
- in the bedroom
- in the bedroom or the living room
- in the bedroom
- mostly in the bedroom

3. What do you look for in a new fan?
- portability, small, efficient air flow
- nice design, fit in my home an ability to cool down
- adjustable speeds, nice looks and of a color that fits my apartment
- that it fits with my interior design, good enough to circulate the air in the room
- good air flow, quiet, good price

4. How do you choose brand?
- the qualities mentioned above and that it has a good price, an attractive design
- I rather pay extra to like the fan; it is important the fan looks good and blend in my home to 
want to have it visible when having guest 
- the fan with a brand I know most of
- buys what looks good and seems to be qualitative 
- by price

5. What qualities are most important in a fan?
- the function, that it is efficient
- the cooling effect
- a nice looking fan with adjustable speed and looks like it have a long life time
- that it doesn’t break right away
- efficient air flow, quiet

6. How do you decide what to pay for a fan?
- the cheaper one, because it’s not a flat screen tv I’m bying, it’s just a fan.
- I rather pay extra to like the fan; it is important the fan looks good and blend in my home to 
want to have it visible when having guest 
- it depends on how much I need a fan, how much I intend to use it and how much money I can 
spend
- I don’t know
- it depends on mu economical situation at the time
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Survey – owns a portable fan

Gender: four males, five females
Age: 26-52
Type of residence: four lives in apartment, five lives in house

1. Why do you have a portable fan?
- it is nice to have on summer time when it is warm
- I don’t have an air conditioner 
- because of the heat last summer
- because of the heat
- to cool myself down while sleeping when it is warm outside
- dry laundry, spread heat from the wood stove in the kitchen and sometimes it uses for a cooling 
purpose.
- for a cooling purpose in the summer and sometimes on wintertime, mostly when I am sleeping
- it’s nice to have air circulation when it’s warm.
- it is too warm in the summer

2. Where do use your portable fan?
- in the living room
- in my room (it is a bachelor apartment)
- bedroom and living room
- in my bedroom
- in my bedroom and in my living room
- I use it in the kitchen, laundry room and sometimes in the bedroom
- near my bed.
- especially in the bedroom
- bedroom, living room, workshop, and on the second floor. But it is almost too annoying to have        
it the bedroom because of the noise

3. What do you like about your potable fan?
- it works
- it keeps me cool in the warm summer days and night, it is also easy to put away…(it is flat)
- very good to have warn it is warm…
- the effectiveness, the design and color, easy and safe to use and place
- you can move it to where you want it
- that it fulfills the functions mentioned in question nr 1
- the cooling effect
- that it has a timer that you can set for 1, 2, or 4 hours.
- the cooling effect

4. What do you not like about your potable fan?
- that is only have three spedd levels, would want to have it variable.
- it makes a lot of noise and I don’t know how much energy it is using…
- it makes too much noise
- the noise
- it is pretty heavy and ungainly
- too much noise
- it is really ugly and not quiet
- it makes a lot of noise and it is missing tilt function forwards, and backwards.
- it makes too much noise and it has too less weight so it’s moving when it’s on
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5. What do you look for in a new fan?
- adjustable variable speed and of a nicer appearance than it has now
- less noise, energy efficient and convenient to store of course, nice design would also be cool!
- oscillating function, quiet and an attractive design!
- a silent fan with excellent effectiveness and good design
- small, easy to handle, not too noticeable, multiple levels
- that it is quiet, good air flow, effective and not too big or heavy.
- efficient air flow, attractive design, quiet
- minimum noise, different speeds and that it looks ok.
- on/off switch should be easy to reach, quite, rather a bigger diameter and a quiet fan, than a 
smaller diameter with more noise., a table fan that also could be placed on the wall; in this case I 
could be able to remove my ceiling fan. If this solution was possible I want a power switch on the 
cord or a remote control if the fan is placed high on the wall.

6. How do you choose brand?
- I ask friends if they know a good brand
- took the cheapest one, it also needed to be flat and not clumsy
- only because of price
- recommendation from good friends and web information

- mostly through research about prices and brands, hardly know what brands there are
- the functions are most important.
- performance (efficient, quiet), looks, price
- that it looks nice, the function and the price
- the brand usually doesn’t matter

7. What qualities are most important in a fan?
- durability, good guaranty and variable adjustable speed
- keep it cool in the room, quiet and easy to store
- oscillating function, quiet and of an attractive design!
- the efficiency and design
- safety, functionality and easy to use
- that it is quiet, good air flow, effective and not too big or heavy
- efficient air flow, attractive design, quiet
- minimum noise, good looking, and that it fulfills its function
- I often like plastic as a material, but not to sheep plastic. The price matters too.

8. How do you decide what to pay for a fan?
- a highest limit after the average price of a fan, then I look for the fan with the best qualities 
within the prices I decided
- how small it is comparing to the effectiveness of the fan
- not too much since I don’t use a fan very much
- a silent fan with excellent effectiveness and good design
- what people recommend and my budget at the moment
- I can pay a middle or higher price if the fan fulfills my requirement for quality and functions
- how good it is concerning the efficiency, the looks and the noise
- minimum noise, good looking, and that it fulfills its function
- I can pay more if the fan feels genuine, trustworthy and fulfills my need and requirements



Apartment

Charlott Andin
Age: 35
Civil: single
Lives: Stockholm, Sweden

Charlott is a career woman who 
lives in the fancy neighborhood 
of Vasastan, Stockholm.  She is an 
ambitious person and is very styl-
ish in a classic way.  Her apartment 
is a charming flat in an old house. 
Most of the buildings in Vasastan 
are built over 100 years ago; the 
insulation in these houses is often 
of a poor quality. At the warm-
est summer days Charlott’s apart-
ment gets unbearable warm. It 
doesn’t get any better since the 
apartment is on the top floor. She 
has been thinking about buying 
a small portable fan. Her crite-
ria’s are it has to be easy to move 
around in the different rooms in 
her apartment and easy store since 
she doesn’t need it at winter time. 
The fan also has to blend in with 
her trendy interior decoration! 

appendix 10, user personas



Residential home

Anders and Lena Lind
Age: 34 and 35 
Civil: married, three children 
age 2, 5 and 7
Lives: Laholm, the west coast 
of Sweden

Anders and Lena lives in a typical 
Scandinavian functional house 
from the sixties. They are very into 
Scandinavian design in home in-
terior. Anders is a well payed busi-
ness man; they can afford Lena 
to be home with the children. 
The only disadvantage with the 
house is since it is built in the six-
ties, when the way to construct 
houses in Sweden wasn’t the best, 
the insulation is bad. In summer-
time the rooms in the house gets 
warm. They need a portable fan 
that they can move to the room 
where they need it a the moment. 
It has to be safe for the children at 
the same time blend in with their 
Scandinavian interior design… 

appendix 10, user personas



Office

Jacob Olsen
Age: 44
Civil: single
Lives: Copenhagen, Denmark

Jacob works as a designer in Co-
penhagen, Denmark. He shares a 
smaller office with two other peo-
ple. He has his own desk in front of a 
window where it can be very warm 
in the summertime. He is therefore 
looking for a small desk fan to give 
him a cool breeze when he is work-
ing. This way he can stay pleased 
and focused the whole day...

appendix 10, user personas



Store

Kaj Söörgard and Trude Ask
Age: 29 and 27
Civil: engaged
Lives: Oslo, Norway

Kaj and Trude have fulfilled their 
dream; they started their own 
shop and sells trendy shoes. They 
are both outgoing and colorful 
persons who are very aware of 
fashion and not afraid to try new 
things. Their store is pretty small 
and it is located in the best shop-
ping area in Oslo. Kaj and Trude 
don’t think they need a bigger 
store but they have trouble dur-
ing the summer when it’s getting 
warm outside. Because of the small 
size of the shop is getting warm in-
side. They don’t want their custom-
ers to suffer from the heat; they 
need a portable fan. The fan has to 
blend in the interior of their trendy 
shoe shop. It should also be easy to 
move, maybe they want to bring 
it home after they closing time… 
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Safety solution ideas

Materials
stainless steel
brushed aluminum
painted metal
shiny plastic
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final concept, portable fan

front in clear hard plastic
bars on front of blades allows airflow 

motor house

clear hard plastic bars 
in back for safety

power/speed switch

painted aluminum
or plastic

tilt function; bycicle  skewer method

appendix 14, final design



colors and materials
aluminum; painted white/plastic aluminum; painted white/plastic 

black blades
aluminum; painted black/plastic aluminum

appendix 14, final design



orthographic views

right view front view

back viewtop view
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tilt function

bicycle skewer method to be able to tilt 

appendix 14, final design



safety bar front

blades front part motor holder

motor house
motor house lid

speed control/power switch

safety bar back

bottom part

axis between motor and blades

components

hole for cord

appendix 14, final design



environment; apartment
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environment; office
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environment; houseenvironment; house
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environment; store
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safety bar front



safety bar back 
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front part
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motor house lid 
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